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ered with glutinous saliva, by the aid of
which the animals secure their insect prey.
The eyes are particularly small, the ears
short and round, and the legs, especially the
anterior, very robust and furnished with
long, compressed, acute nails, admirably
adapted for breaking into the ant hills.
The most remarkable species is the ant-
bear, a native of the warmer parts of South
America. It is from four to five feet in
length from the tip of the muzzle to the
base of the black, bushy tail, which is about
two feet long. The body is covered with
long hair, particularly along the neck and
back. It is a harmless and solitary animal,
and it spends most of its time in sleep. All
are natives of South America. The name
ant-eater is also given to the pangolins and
to the aard-vark. The echidna of Australia
is sometimes called porcupine ant-eater. See
aaed-vark; armadillo; echidna.
AN'TELOPE, a name given to the mem-
bers of a large family of mammals closely
resembling the deer in general appearance,
but very different in nature from the latter
animals. The horns of antelopes, unlike
those of the deer, are not shed annually, but
are permanent and may be borne by both
sexes. Antelopes, the fleetest and most
graceful of animals, are shy and timid.
They vary from a foot in height to the size
of a horse, and in manner of life differ
greatly, some living in forests and shady
nooks, others in mountainous regions and
others around water. At present, antelopes
inhabit Asia and Africa in great numbers
and are of great variety, although every-
where they are being hunted out of exist-
ence. Certain species have colors so closely
resembling their surroundings that it is hard
to see them. The flesh of most antelopes is
considered very good, and the hides of the
larger animals make excellent leather.
Among the more important species are the
following: the busfibuck, the smallest and
one of the most beautiful, called also the
harness antelope, because of a peculiar white
stripe on the body resembling a harness; the
steiriboTc, a small and alert antelope, com-
mon in South Africa, reddish in color and
having short ringed horns curving forward;
guevi or bluebucJc, a native of Africa, rarely
exceeding a foot in height; the koodoo or
kudu, one of the largest species, having long
twisted horns and vertical stripes on the
sides of its body; the saiga of southern
 Russia, having a white nose, tufts of hair be-
neath its eyes and ears, and a fleecy coat; the
sable antelope of South Africa, remarkable
for its shiny black coat and for the beauty
of its form, and the white oryx of Africa,
with large sword-like horns curving back-
ward.
Related   Articles.    Consult    the    following-
titles for additional information:
Addax	Gazelle
Chamois	Pronghorn
ANTENNAE, an ten'nee, the feelers or
first appendages upon insects, crustaceans
and other animals belonging to the branch
Arthropoda. The lobster has two pairs, while
insects have but one. The antennae consist
usually of long series of joints, sometimes
more than one hundred in number, supplied
with nerve branches and used by the animals
for feeling their way, for testing surrounding
objects and apparently for communicating
with one another. Deprived of their an-
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VARIOUS FORMS OP ANTENNAE
tennae, some animals are peculiarly help-
less. The antennae of moths look like
feathers. On butterflies they are slender
and delicate, and are tipped with little knobs.
In other insects they are long and tapering,
or vary widely in shape and size, as they
do among the beetles.
ANTHOI/OGY, a collection of poems,
epigrams or choice thoughts from various
authors. Good examples of modern anthol-
ogies are Palgrave's Golden Treasury,
Quiller-Couch's Oxford Book of Verse, and
Stedman*s Vietorian Anthology. The name,
which means a flower-gathering, was given
to early books of this kind compiled by the
Greeks, and so came in time to be applied

